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Abstract: XML is the widely-used format for information exchange in the connected world and it is most extensively 
used in web services. Presently various mechanisms like WS-Security provide adequate security mechanism but 
implementation issues etc., are undermining the security of such systems. In this paper, the proposed security model 
takes into consideration most of the pitfalls like XML rewrite and XML encryption, non-repudiation etc., and also 
provides a higher degree or protection for XML based information exchange even in a less secured unencrypted 
network connections.
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1. IntroDuctIon
Web Services have become an integral part of internet and they simplify the effort of information exchange. XML 
and SOAP has become the de-facto standard for information exchanges through web services and hence a highly 
attractive entity for malicious elements and hackers. XML files come under various type of attacks like XML 
rewriting/XML Signature wrapping, XML Injection, XML Signature – Key retrieval XSA, XPATH Injection, 
XML Flooding etc., to name a few common types. Various standards and protection mechanisms like TLS/SSL 
and even WS–Security [1] SOAP header with provision for confidentiality and integrity. But all this measure 
does have their own short falls like security loopholes, weak encryption, configuration issues, performance etc., 
Most of the available mechanisms offer foolproof security against XML signature wrapping or XML rewrite 
type attacks which are very difficult to detect with available tools. One mechanism is to use s complex deep 
learning for the detection but it is not an easy solution and involves great time and cost for implementation. An 
off the shelf and easy to implement solution for the XML rewrite attack and security must emanate from already 
available bullet proof encryption algorithms and available standards so that the security arrangement can be easily 
implemented with full confidence. In general security in connected world is achieved by the means of Transport 
Layer Security (TLS) and Secured Sockets Layer (SSL) combination. This mechanism of security creates an 
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end-to-end security arrangement between the two points but the SOAP messages cannot be opened and routed 
or filtered by intermediaries and not suitable for the message based architecture of SOAP.

WS security Standards [1] can be implemented for overcoming the above problems but even though it can 
detect the attacks they are prone for lots of configuration problems/mistakes and may introduce vulnerabilities [2].

XML digital signatures can be done on selective elements of any XML file because at most of the times 
various parts of the XML file/message are populated/modified by various intermediaries inside the whole macro 
level system.

2. rELAtED WorK
The goals of the XML signature are to protect the contents of the XML files from unauthorized change and 
malicious alteration. Even though the XML signature protocol fully achieves this goal, there are inherent 
weaknesses in the said protocol [3].XML Elements along with their signatures can be copied and used in other 
XML files or locations. Web Service Security usage of XML DSS protects the node/elements name, attributes, 
and values etc., but not the position of the node within a typical XML document. This feature is designed for 
flexibility originally. But this feature leads to an important flaw that the signed XML elements can be moved 
from one part of the XML file to other and their location/ancestry can be easily changed. This change is perfectly 
acceptable to the XML DSS Signature standard [3]. This change which cannot be detected by normal XML DSS 
validating mechanisms can create serious security related issues as mentioned in [4].

Currently XML rewrite attacks can be detected[13][14] and prevented by several ways. The easiest solution 
is to completely encrypt the XML message[5], to derive the location from simple ancestry, and as detailed in 
various examples detained in [6].Various techniques like Policy based approach for detection of XML signature 
wrapping attacks as detailed in [6], simulation based approach[15], and even an attack tolerant model is proposed 
in[17] but none is completely fail safe from sophisticated signature wrapping attacks. Another approach is the 
inline approach as detailed in [7].

In addition to the above in case if the contents of the node are to be protected it may be required to encrypt 
the same with an encryption algorithm but the selection of the algorithm and level of encryption plays an important 
role as the higher the encryption, more the security but poorer will be the performance as referred [8].

3. EnhAncED XML SIgnAturE
In this section, it is proposed to have an enhanced security algorithm and framework. The aim of this framework 
is to prevent most of the security loop holes narrated in web service security as shown in Figure 1. After all the 
individual XML nodes are signed by different entities in the system, before transmission of the request to the 
web service provider or the server the client system will have a ‘finalize’ procedures.

One XML node named <signindex></signindex> is created as an immediate child to the root node and it 
must appear as the first child to the root node. This may contain any number of <signInfo> </signInfo> nodes 
which encompasses. The location of the signed node relative to the root as walked from the root. An ordinary 
dashed approach like 3-2-14 is proposed to reduce the computational complexity involved (as in the case of 
XPath etc.,) in locating the node at the server side.The hash value of the signed content. The type of hashing 
used, the canonicalization method usedand the contents are fully encrypted. A gist of the unencrypted node as 
proposed is available in Figure 1.

After entering all the signed nodes inside the <signindex> element, the next step is to encrypt the entire 
<signindex> node with a symmetric key encryption algorithm. It is proposed to us a proven algorithm. So, this 
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paper proposes to use AES-256 as the symmetric key encryption for encryption of the <signindex> element as 
well as the optional encryption required for encryption complete nodes. AES-256 is proposed because of its proven 
security records and any custom encryption algorithm may have inherent weakness by the way compromising 
the security of this entire algorithm. Other algorithms like 3DES, Blowfish may be used but they are supposed 
to be implemented completely in software coding whereas AES-256 is already implemented in hardware by 
the way of AES-NI instructions in almost all the current generation of microprocessors thereby boosting the 
performance of AES encryption/decryption[9][10].

A key with entropy of at least 2240 is proposed as the AES key and generated on the fly by the client side. 
As the key generation is part of the client side load, the server side number crunching is limited to just decryption 
and validation of the encrypted contents. Complete architecture of the proposed system with all key components 
and processes is shown in Figure 2.

Since symmetric key encryption is used, there must be a mechanism for secure key exchange but this 
presents another complex set of requirements. In order to avoid another key exchange/issue infrastructure this 
paper proposes to bundle the AES key in the same XML file by introducing a <keyvalue> element inside the 
<signindex>node.To make the AES key secret, it is proposed to utilize RSA public key of the Web Service 
Provider (Server) to encrypt the Symmetric key so that the Symmetric key can only be decrypted by the Web 
Service Provider. This virtually eliminates the possibility of key leakage/compromise during the key exchange 
mechanism and because of the strength of the RSA algorithm the entire XML signature process is secure from 
any type of XML Signature wrapping or XML Rewrite type attacks.If required any sensitive XML elements 
may be completely encrypted by using the same AES key so that the contents of the element is also protected, 
which is unbreakable using current level of computing power within reasonable time.
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Figure 1: Sample <signindex> node

The table below is used to represent the analysis of various parameters compared with existing system.

table 1 
Feature comparison

Parameter Existing XML DSS Proposed System
Non-Repudiation Not Secure Complete

XML Rewrite Attacks Possible Protected, Secure
Encryption of Sensitive Info Not Possible Implemented

Key Management Only Hashing Highly Secure (RSA)
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Figure 2: Proposed System Architecture

4. concLuSIon AnD FuturE WorK
Even though the proposed algorithm is clearly secure in nature from all types of attacks that can be envisaged 
on an XML webservice request it may slightly a performance bottleneck not because of the AES encryption (as 
AES NI[10]hardware implementation is used) but because of the RSA encryption and decryption required at the 
client and server side. It can be implemented and tested using various custom algorithms like proposed in [8], 
RSA small e [11], Blowfish[12], etc. it may also be explored that an encryption algorithm with small key size say 
56/128 bits can be used and the timestamps can be compared and the xml may be discarded with a timeout value 
just a bit lesser than the time required to break the encryption with all known type of attacks on that encryption 
algorithm. Suitable mechanisms can also be devised to mitigate and restore the XML signed nodes to original 
locations from the values in the <signindex> node, with minimum computational efforts.

The main feature of this algorithm is the resultant XML file cannot be tampered by any means (i.e) neither 
the contents of the file can be modified by even a bit not the nodes can be juggled for creating any type of rewrite/
node manipulation attacks. Another important feature is as the hash value of the AES encrypted <signIndex> 
node is signed with the sender’s RSA private key, the server of receiver while receiving the XML file will select 
the corresponding sender’s public key based on the sender id in the XML file. If any man-in-the-middle style 
attack tries to replace even the entire file with a look alike legitimate one, the private/public key of the sender 
will not match hence the file will be marked as not legitimate and further investigations on the sender can be 
initiated after collecting required forensics.

The salient feature is, this high level of security is obtained with not encrypting the contents of the XML 
file completely but only utilizing a combination of hashing, AES and RSA algorithms to selected parts suitably 
designed to mitigate any type of attacks on any given XML document.
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Another feature is the most of the computation intensive process is distributed, (i.e) done at the client side 
and the server infrastructure is spared from at least half of the computational complexity involved as the server 
side is not required to handle all the security mechanisms single handedly.
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